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A B S T R A C T

High-speed videoendoscopy, glottal inverse filtering, and physical modeling can be used to obtain com-
plementary information about speech production. In this study, the three methodologies are combined to pursue
a better understanding of the relationship between the glottal air flow and glottal area. Simultaneously acquired
high-speed video and glottal inverse filtering data from three male and three female speakers were used.
Significant correlations were found between the quasi-open and quasi-speed quotients of the glottal area (ex-
tracted from the high-speed videos) and glottal flow (estimated using glottal inverse filtering), but only the
quasi-open quotient relationship could be represented as a linear model. A simple physical glottal flow model
with three different glottal geometries was optimized to match the data. The results indicate that glottal flow
skewing can be modeled using an inertial vocal/subglottal tract load and that estimated inertia within the glottis
is sensitive to the quality of the data. Parameter optimisation also appears to favour combining the simplest
glottal geometry with viscous losses and the more complex glottal geometries with entrance/exit effects in the
glottis.

1. Introduction

Speech production is a complex phenomenon, and understanding it is
desirable both clinically and technologically. Unfortunately, the location
and function of many of the related organs, such as the vocal folds, makes
direct observation challenging. One solution to this problem is offered by
computational physics models that are based on the physiology of speech
production, hereafter referred to as physical models.1 These models can be
used to carry out simulation experiments where direct measurements from
human subjects would be invasive, disturb natural speech production, or
be otherwise infeasible. Physical models have been shown to be poten-
tially useful in clinical applications, for example, as aids for diagnosing
voice disorders (Gómez-Vilda et al., 2007; Wurzbacher et al., 2006, 2008),
assessing treatment outcomes (Švancara and Horáček, 2006; Zhang and
Jiang, 2008), or providing theoretical background for therapy techniques
(Titze, 2006). Physical models have also been used in the evaluation of
glottal inverse filtering, a methodology to estimate the voice source (Alku
et al., 2006, 2013; Guðnason et al., 2015).

One of the major challenges for physical models is the often large
number of parameters which need to be estimated from scarce data. It

can be argued that the simpler the model, the looser the connection is
between model parameters and their physiological counterparts.
Conversely, the more complicated the model, the more difficult the
parameter estimation problem becomes. Physical models are compro-
mises that, in spite of their idealizations, can be used to model natural
phonation or to construct hypotheses that can be tested in natural
speech. Hence, determining parameter values that best produce nat-
ural-like model output remains important. This study addresses phy-
sical modeling of the glottis, i.e., the orifice between the vibrating vocal
folds. More specifically, the study focuses on a physical glottal flow
model which links the periodic air flow through the glottis (i.e., the
acoustical excitation of the most important category of speech signals,
voiced sounds) and the transverse area of the glottis. The problem of
determining parameter values for this physical model is addressed using
glottal flow and glottal area signals obtained from natural vowel pro-
duction.

Low-order physical glottal flow models are often used to produce
the aerodynamic forces driving the vocal fold oscillations in glottis
models where vocal folds are modeled using lumped elements. For this
purpose, an expression linking the air flow to the time-varying glottal
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area is needed. The simplest physical flow models are based on sta-
tionary Bernoulli flow from the subglottal space to the point of minimal
glottal opening and the assumption of atmospheric pressure down-
stream from that point (e.g., Steinecke and Herzel, 1995). In such
models, glottal flow is considered to be proportional to the minimal
glottal opening, and hence they are not able to capture skewing, a
phenomenon measured from the production of natural speech (Childers
et al., 1985; Hertegård and Gauffin, 1995), indicating that the flow
peak in a glottal cycle is delayed with respect to the corresponding area.

The influence of the vocal tract (and to a lesser extent, the subglottal
tract) is one of the major contributors to glottal flow skewing. The vocal
tract load can be represented either as a single lumped impedance
(Rothenberg, 1981; Titze, 1988; Aalto, 2009), resulting in an ordinary
differential equation describing the flow–area relationship, or as pressure
variables whose values are calculated, for example, using a wave-re-
flection or a transmission line model of the vocal tract (e.g., Ishizaka and
Flanagan, 1972; Titze, 1984; Story and Titze, 1995; Lous et al., 1998).
The approach using a single lumped impedance cannot represent the
load to a great degree of accuracy, whereas load pressures calculated
using more detailed resonator models can capture, e.g., formant in-
formation. On the other hand, resonator models typically require an
assumed geometry since there are only a few datasets where the vocal
tract (let alone the subglottal tract) geometry is measured simultaneously
with other speech production related signals, such as sound pressure,
electroglottogram (EGG) or glottal area from any laryngeal imaging
method. (For an example of such a dataset, see Aalto et al., 2014.)

The effect of inertia of the air within the glottis is often considered
to be negligible compared to other factors, and hence it is not included
in most physical glottal flow models. Some of the few exceptions are the
studies by Ishizaka and Flanagan (1972), Fant (1960),
Pelorson et al. (1994) and Elie and Laprie (2016), who take different
approaches to include the glottal inertia. The inertia formula used by
Pelorson et al. (1994) and Elie and Laprie (2016) is appealing, as it can
be combined with a lumped-impedance airway model to yield a flo-
w–area relationship where the skewing of the flow is easily controlled,
as shown later.

Since van den Berg et al. (1957) carried out model experiments
investigating what they called frictional and turbulence losses in the
larynx, the inclusion of glottal losses in flow models has varied widely.
The turbulence term of van den Berg et al. (1957) has since evolved into
a general transglottal pressure change term encompassing vena con-
tracta effects at the entrance of the glottis and pressure recovery at the
exit (e.g., Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972; Titze, 1984; Story and Titze,
1995; Lucero, 1996), and sometimes even the effects of viscous friction
(Titze, 1988). The model experiments done by Fulcher et al. (2011)
showed that this entrance/exit effect is not generally negligible and has
a broader range of coefficient values than used by
van den Berg et al. (1957). It is worth noting, however, that the en-
trance/exit effect correction to the simple Bernoulli flow model only
affects the constant of proportionality in the linear flow–area re-
lationship, not the skewing.

Viscous friction losses in the glottis have been included in addition
to or instead of the transglottal pressure coefficient by Ishizaka and
Flanagan (1972), Pelorson et al. (1994), and Lucero (1996). The model
experiments carried out by Fulcher et al. (2013) indicated a range of
glottal dimensions where the Poiseuille effect is a reasonable estimation
of viscous losses. They also suggested an improved power law to re-
present these losses in a wider range of glottal dimensions. Viscous
losses serve to break the linear flow–area relationship when the vocal
folds are nearly closed.

Physical models can also include other mechanisms which con-
tribute to skewing. Cranen and Boves (1985a), for example, showed
that the model of Ishizaka and Flanagan (1972) contains a load-in-
dependent skewing mechanism arising from the phase difference be-
tween the inferior and superior vocal fold edges, but this asymmetry
factor causes relatively small skewing. Such model-specific mechanisms

may increase the range of skewing a physical model is capable of
producing, but they can be challenging to validate experimentally or
implement in other models.

Physical glottal flow models can be used to compute the glottal air
flow for given vocal fold displacements. These displacements can either
be produced by a vocal fold oscillation model, or they can be measured
from natural speech, e.g., by using high-speed videoendoscopy (HSV),
which captures the movement of the vocal folds during phonation.
Frame rates above 2 kHz make it possible to obtain several images of
the vocal folds per each glottal cycle. In contrast to other imaging
methods of the larynx (i.e., laryngeal stroboscopy, kymography, and
photoglottography), HSV does not rely on quasi-steady vocal fold os-
cillations, selecting a single horizontal line to represent the entire vocal
folds, or interpreting a possibly noisy light intensity signal. Early HSV
studies of vocal fold oscillations used high-speed films, but these have
since been replaced by digital imaging methods. Imaging can be done
using either a flexible endoscope inserted through the nose or a rigid
endoscope inserted orally. Although a rigid endoscope (as is used in this
study) places limitations on the articulation task that can be performed,
it also provides a higher spatial resolution for the entire vocal folds than
a flexible endoscope.

Direct measurement of the glottal flow, to which physical models
can be compared, is challenging, and only a few studies (Cranen and
Boves, 1985a,b, 1988) have investigated glottal flow measurements
from the natural production of speech. Glottal flow can, however, be
estimated indirectly using glottal inverse filtering (GIF). GIF is a com-
putational inversion methodology to estimate the glottal flow from an
input signal (either a speech pressure waveform recorded outside the
lips or an oral flow) based on the source-filter theory of speech pro-
duction. In the GIF analysis, a filter representing the vocal tract is first
constructed from the recorded input signal. The effect of the vocal tract
is then removed by inverse filtering the input through the vocal tract
model, thus leaving the source signal (i.e., the glottal flow or its first
time derivative). Most of the developed GIF methods use a free-field
speech pressure signal as the input (e.g., Wong et al., 1979; Alku, 1992)
since its alternative (i.e., using the oral flow as the input) calls for using
a specially constructed pneumotachograph mask (the so-called Ro-
thenberg mask) (Rothenberg, 1973). The output of GIF, the estimated
glottal flow or its time derivative, is in a form of a time-domain wa-
veform. However, the amplitude scale of the estimated flow, including
its DC component, is arbitrary unless the GIF analysis is conducted with
a properly calibrated flow mask. The mask, however, suffers from
drawbacks, such as distortions at high frequencies and difficulty com-
bining other measurements, e.g., HSV with it.

Although the three speech investigation methodologies (physical
modeling, HSV, and GIF) aim to extract complementary information
about speech production, they have mainly been used separately. Yet
some studies have used these methods pairwise. Physical models and in
vivo HSV, for example, have been combined successfully. Lumped-ele-
ment vocal fold model movements have been matched to displacements
obtained by HSV in a number of studies (e.g., Eysholdt et al., 2003;
Schwarz et al., 2006; Wurzbacher et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2009). In ad-
dition, similar matching has been done using videokymographs extracted
from HSV data (Mergell et al., 2000; Döllinger et al., 2002; Wurzbacher
et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2011), with a loss of some information avail-
able about the rest of the vocal folds. Models matched to imaging data in
this manner are capable of reproducing the oscillations to varying de-
grees, but HSV does not provide any direct information about aero-
dynamic load forces on the vocal folds. Hence, the physical models need
to rely on an assumed expression for the force. The above studies use the
model of Steinecke and Herzel (1995), where glottal air flow is assumed
to be directly proportional to the area between the vocal folds with the
exception of Mehta et al. (2011), who include interaction with subglottal
and supraglottal tracts in their intraglottal pressures.

GIF and physical models have been used together in two ways.
Physical models have been used by Alku et al. (2006, 2013) and
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Guðnason et al. (2015) to produce signal pairs of glottal air flow and air
pressure at the mouth opening which were used to evaluate GIF
methods. In most other such studies, however, parametric yet non-
physical models of the glottal flow (or its first time derivative), such as
the Liljencrants-Fant model (Fant et al., 1985), are used instead, as their
non-physicality is balanced by ease of use (Drugman et al., 2012;
Airaksinen et al., 2014). In contrast to this approach of using physical
models in evaluation of GIF, Drioli (2005) and Gómez-
Vilda et al. (2007) used GIF to construct targets to which they matched
the parameters of their physical model.

GIF and HSV (digital or film-based) have been used to observe the
relationship between glottal area and flow signals (e.g., Berouti et al.,
1977; Krishnamurthy and Childers, 1981; Granqvist et al., 2003;
Pulakka, 2005). The two more recent studies, in particular, provided
experimental evidence on skewing of the glottal air flow relative to the
glottal area, but their results also illustrated that this relationship is
complicated. The results of Granqvist et al. (2003) were based on only
two test subjects, both experienced singers. As their measurement setup
included an air flow mask, a rigid endoscope for HSV, and a dynamic
articulation task, obtaining a large dataset by their methodology would
be impractical. The dataset of Pulakka (2005) contained three test
subjects, and it was obtained using a free-field microphone combined
with a rigid endoscope for HSV, making this setup more easily scalable.

To our knowledge, the only studies combining a physical glottal
flow model with both GIF and any vocal fold imaging method are
Hertegård and Gauffin (1995) and Drioli and Foresti (2015a, 2015b).
Hertegård and Gauffin (1995) used laryngeal stroboscopy with a flex-
ible fibroscope, a Rothenberg mask based GIF, and a physical model
based on entrance/exit effects to compare measurements of maximum
and minimum glottal area with areas predicted by the model based on
the measured flow. Drioli and Foresti (2015a) used HSV and matched a
one-mass lumped-element model (including a crude flow model) to the
fundamental frequency, open duration, and closed duration extracted
from videokymographs (from HSV data) and glottal flows obtained by
inverse filtering using conventional linear prediction analysis.
Drioli and Foresti (2015b) updated the method of Drioli and Foresti
(2015a) to include matching the model output to the entire glottal area
and flow signals, and they added machine learning based refinement
terms to both their glottal area and flow models. The refined model
produced output signals that matched the measurements better, but the
question of how the results could be used in interpretation or further
development of physiologically motivated models remains open.

The aim of this investigation is to compute parameters of a physical
glottal flow model from natural speech. In order to accomplish this, the
three above-described methods are combined: HSV is used to image the
vocal fold movements, GIF is carried out using a state-of-the-art method
to estimate the glottal air flow from the free-field microphone signal
(recorded simultaneously with HSV), and the physical glottal flow
model is compared to the data obtained by the HSV and GIF. To avoid
overfitting, the selection of the physical model components is guided by
the limited sophistication of the HSV and GIF data. The goals of this
study are (i) to parameterize the selected physical model to match
natural vowel utterances, (ii) to identify, based on the parameteriza-
tion, which model elements are most important in matching natural
speech, and (iii) to describe quantitatively the relationship between the
glottal flow and area. Although this study does not aim to produce a
stand-alone physical model with direct clinical applications, it brings
existing methodologies together and hence aids future development
and validation of such models.

In order to bring HSV, GIF, and physical modeling into a common
framework where they can be taken advantage of, the following ap-
proach is taken. First, the physical model is introduced in Section 2. In
particular, the equations describing the relationship between glottal air
flow and the position of the vocal folds are written out. In Section 3, the
use of HSV and GIF to obtain the corresponding signals from natural
speech is described. The methods of parameterizing the model to match

the measurements are then detailed in Section 4 before describing and
discussing the results.

2. A physical model of glottal flow

The proposed physical model is an idealized relationship between
the glottal flow and the gap between the vocal folds. The fundamental
assumptions for the model are incompressibility of the fluid and
Newton’s second law of motion. In addition, assumptions are made
about the geometry of the glottis, as detailed below.

2.1. Simplified glottal geometries

Low-order models of the glottis require an easily computable glottal
geometry; and for the model considered here, three different geometries
of the space between the vocal folds are considered. The geometries are
determined by three parameters as shown in Fig. 1 (a): L is the vocal
fold thickness in the superior-inferior direction, h is the vocal fold
length in the anterior-posterior direction, and =g g t x z( , , ) is the lat-
eral distance between the vocal folds, hereafter referred to as the glottal
gap. The origin is taken to lie at inferior and anterior corner of the vocal
folds. The cross sectional area between the vocal folds is denoted A0(t)
at =x 0 and AL(t) at =x L, and the minimum glottal area, which cor-
responds to the HSV data, is =A t A t A t( ) min{ ( ), ( )}L0 .

The three geometries differ in g and consequently in A0(t) and AL(t):

(i) Constant gap geometry: =g g t( ), i.e., the gap is spatially constant,
and hence the space between the vocal folds is a rectangular cu-
boid. The minimum glottal area is = = =A t A t A t hg t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )L0 .

(ii) Linear gap geometry: = = + −g g t x g t g t L g t( , ) ( , 0) ( ( , ) ( , 0)),x
L

i.e., a phase difference is allowed between the inferior and superior
vocal fold edges but transverse glottal openings at all x remain
rectangular. For this geometry =A t hg t( ) ( , 0)0 and

=A t hg t L( ) ( , )L .
(iii) Planar gap geometry: = = + − +g g t x z g t g t L g t( , , ) ( , 0, 0) ( ( , , 0) ( , 0, 0))x

L
−g t h g t( ( , 0, ) ( , 0, 0)),z

h i.e., glottal gap is allowed to vary also in
the anterior-posterior direction. It is further assumed that either

=g t( , 0, 0) 0 or =g t L( , , 0) 0, i.e., either the superior or the in-
ferior edge of the vocal folds form an isosceles triangle of height h
and base g(t, 0, h) or g(t, L, h). The expressions for A0(t) and AL(t)
depend on whether the glottis is converging or diverging.

The higher complexity of the linear and planar gap geometries im-
proves their match with physiology, but their parameters are less easily
estimated from high-speed images (Fig. 1 (b)). It is expected that the
quality of the fit of each of the geometries to the high-speed images
depends, however, on phonation type and fundamental frequency as
well as on individual variations, such as anatomic factors.

Fig. 1. Coronal view of model glottal geometry (a) showing geometry parameters glottal
gap =g g t x z( , , ), vocal fold length h, and vocal fold thickness L. Transverse view of a
rectangular glottal opening geometry superimposed on a high-speed image of the vocal
folds (b).
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2.2. The full flow model

When the vocal folds are open, the pressure balance (equivalent to
Kirchoff’s voltage law) from the subglottal space to the atmosphere can
be written as

= + + +p p p p pΔ Δ Δ Δ ,s a iner a loss g iner g loss, , , , (1)

where ps is the subglottal stagnation pressure above the atmospheric
pressure, Δpg,iner and Δpg,loss are pressure changes due inertia and non-
recoverable losses within the glottis, respectively, and Δpa,iner and
Δpa,loss are pressure changes due to inertia and non-recoverable losses in
the airways. For this model, ps can be taken to represent the driving
pressure at any point inferior to the glottis as long as the airways in
Δpa,iner and Δpa,loss comprise all parts of vocal and subglottal tracts su-
perior to this point. For this article, ps is assumed to be constant.

The pressure changes can be written in terms of the glottal volume
velocity U(t) and the glottal areas A0(t) and AL(t) giving
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where the parameters Ca and Cb represent airway inertance and losses,
respectively, Cg glottal inertia, Cv viscous losses in the glottis, and Ct

other transglottal pressure losses. All these C parameters are summar-
ized in Table 1. The functions fg and fv depend on the chosen glottal
geometry as listed in Table 2. Note that Eq. (2) is only valid when the
glottis is open (i.e., g(t)> 0); otherwise =U t( ) 0. Eq. (2) is henceforth
referred to as the full model.

2.2.1. Inertial terms: lossless model
Consider Eq. (2) in the case of negligible non-recoverable glottal

losses with only the inertive terms remaining

= + ⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ >p C dU t

dt
C d

dt
U t

f A t A t
g t( ) ( )

( ( ), ( ))
, for ( ) 0.s a g

g L0 (3)

This equation can be derived from the unsteady Bernoulli equation
between the two stagnation pressures, ps and the atmospheric =p 0,atm
and the latter term on the right hand side arises from the velocity po-
tential between the vocal folds. The inertance of the air column in the
stationary, tubular vocal and subglottal tracts can be calculated from

∫ ∫= + = +C C C ρ ds
A s

ρ ds
A s( ) ( )

,a VT SGT
L

VT

L

SGT0 0

VT SGT

(4)

where ρ is the density of air, AVT(s) is the vocal tract area at distance
s∈ [0, LVT] from the glottis, and ASGT(s), for s∈ [0, LSGT], is the same for
the subglottal tract. Accurate estimation of CVT and CSGT requires geo-
metric data of the vocal tract and subglottal tract, but from the point of
view of this glottal flow model, these appear as the lumped inertance
Ca.

Inertial effects in the glottis need to be treated separately due to the

moving vocal folds. Consideration of the time derivative of the velocity
potential over the vocal folds (following Pelorson et al., 1994) yields
glottal inertia parameter

=C ρL ,g i (5)

where Li is the inertial thickness of the vocal folds. In the constant gap
geometry, Li represents an equivalent vocal fold thickness whereas in
the linear and planar gap geometries, it is a more precise description of
real vocal fold dimensions.

A salient feature of the lossless case (Eq. (3)) is that it can be ex-
plicitly integrated to solve U(t). This is of particular interest in the
parameter estimation process to be describe in Section 4. For the in-
tegration, it is assumed (without loss of generality) that the glottal
opening instant is =t 0,o =U (0) 0, and =f A A( (0), (0)) ϵ,g L0 where ϵ is
small. Integration from to to a time instant t in the same pulse yields

=
+

∈U t
p t

C
t t( ) , [0, ],s

a
C

f A t A t

c

( ( ), ( ))
g

g L0 (6)

where tc is the time instant of closure. Eq. (6) is henceforth called the
lossless model, and the degree of flow skewing it produces is determined
by the relative magnitudes of Ca and Cg as well as by the phase dif-
ference of the vocal folds. If phase difference is not large, i.e.,

− <A t A t A t( ) ( ) ( )L 0 0 during most of the glottal pulse, then the lossless
model is straightforward to interpret: If glottal inertia dominates, the
flow is in phase with minimum glottal area A(t), whereas if the airway
inertia is dominant, the flow is skewed to the right.

2.2.2. Losses: viscosity, and entrance/exit effects
The third term in Eq. (2) represents viscous losses near the walls of

the flow channel in the glottis. For the constant and linear gap geo-
metries, an expression for the viscous losses can be obtained by in-
tegration of the Poiseuille formula in rectangular gaps over x. When the
glottal gap varies in the z-direction as well, exact solution for these
losses is difficult to obtain (see Sparrow (1962) for an approximation in
ducts with isosceles triangular cross sections). Instead, integration of
the Poiseuille formula over both x and z is used for the planar geometry
as well although this is known to underestimate the losses at the narrow
end of the glottis.2 In all geometries, the viscous loss parameter is de-
fined as

=C μL h6 ,v v
2 (7)

where Lv is here referred to as viscous thickness and μ is the dynamic
viscosity of air.

The last term in Eq. (2) accounts, in general, for the difference in the
pressure drop at the glottal entrance and its recovery at the exit, seen as
an extra pressure loss between the two stagnation pressures, ps and

=p 0atm . This non-recoverable loss is, by assumption, proportional to

Table 1
C parameters, and the corresponding free physical parameters and β parameters.

C parameter Explanation Free physical
parameters

β parameter

Ca airway inertance β1
Cb airway losses β͠1
Cg glottal inertance Li β2
Cv viscous losses in glottis Lv, h β3
Ct entrance/exit effects in

glottis
kt β4

Table 2
Functions relating the glottal flow to glottal areas A0(t) and AL(t) in Eq. (2).

Gap geometry Gap orientation fg fv

Constant =A t A t( ) ( )L0 A0(t) A t0 ( )3

2
Linear A0(t)≠AL(t) −AL t A t

AL t A t
( ) 0 ( )

ln( ( ) / 0 ( )) +
AL t A t
A t AL t

( )2 0 ( )2

0 ( ) ( )

=A t A t( ) ( )L0 A0(t) A t0 ( )3

2
Planar A0(t)>AL(t) −AL t A t

AL t A t
( ) 0 ( )

ln( ( ) / 0 ( ))
−

+
AL t A t AL t
A t A t AL t

( )2( 0 ( ) ( ))
ln(2 0 ( )2 / ( 0 ( )2 ( )2))

=A t A t( ) ( )L0 A0(t) A0(t)3

A0(t)<AL(t) −AL t A t
AL t A t

( ) 0 ( )
ln( ( ) / 0 ( ))

−
+

A t AL t A t
AL t A t AL t

0 ( )2( ( ) 0 ( ))
ln(2 ( )2 / ( 0 ( )2 ( )2))

2 In an equilateral triangular flow channel, where the exact solution of the loss can be
given, the integrated estimate is approximately 1/3 of the exact solution.
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the kinetic energy density of the flow between the vocal folds, and
hence can be thought of as an empirical correction to the lossless
(steady) Bernoulli principle. Exit effects tend to be larger than entrance
effects (Fulcher et al., 2011), and hence only the exit effects are in-
cluded in this pressure loss term. The transglottal pressure loss para-
meter can be defined as

=C k ρ,t t
1
2 (8)

where kt is a constant.

3. Data, image processing, and glottal inverse filtering

3.1. Data collection and selection

The HSV data used in this investigation is a part of a larger multi-
channel (HSV, speech, EGG) dataset that was recently collected by the
authors of this study for speech research purposes. The data were ob-
tained from five male and five female speakers, each producing a vowel
sound using normal (i.e., modal) and breathy phonation at low,
medium, and high pitch, resulting in 60 samples, 200 ms each. No fixed
targets for pitch and degree of breathiness were used as these would
have made already challenging tasks more difficult and lead to in-
creased number of repetitions. The speakers changed their phonation to
produce six perceptually different vowel sounds, and the production of
the utterances was monitored by an experienced experimenter. The
speakers were asked to repeat the task if a sufficiently large difference
was not observed. The measurements took typically 2–3 h per speaker
depending on their experience, tolerance for the endoscope and heat
from it, as well as anatomical and technical factors.

The HSV data collection method is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
The measurements were done using the KayPentax Color High-Speed
Video System (model 9710) with spatial resolution of
512 × 512 pixels and temporal resolution of 2000 frames/sec. EGG
was acquired with a Glottal Enterprises electroglottograph (EG2-PCX2).
A DPA omnidirectional headset microphone (model 4065-BL) was set
6.5 cm from the centre of the speaker’s mouth. The microphone and
EGG signals were recorded using a MOTU UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid audio
interface connected to a MacBook Pro running OS X (v. 10.9.5) and
AudioDesk 4. To enable synchronization of the audio signals with the
video, a synchronization signal comprising binary frequency-shift
keyed code at the beginning of each second was used. This signal was
played in AudioDesk simultaneously with the recording and directed
from the audio interface to the high-speed unit’s audio capture module,
as well as looped back to the audio interface as an input.

The microphone and EGG signals were high-pass filtered (cut-off
frequency 60 Hz, linear phase) and synchronized to the high-speed
video by aligning the synchronization signals and shifting them to ac-
count for various delays. The delays, including propagation delays and
internal delays within and between the measurements systems, were
estimated to be approximately 1.6 ms for males and 1.5 ms for females.
After the completion of this alignment, the maximum error in the
synchronization of the EGG signal to the video is ± 0.5 ms (one

frame). In addition, the alignment of the microphone signal to the EGG
can have an error of at most ± 0.08 ms due to the estimation of the
propagation delays.

For this article, only the normal phonation data from the full dataset
are used, and samples where the vocal folds remain partially open
throughout the glottal cycle were left out. This exclusion process makes
interpretation of the results of model fitting easier by justifying the
assumption that there is no air flow through the glottis during the
closed phase. Samples where the vocal folds are not completely visible
were also removed. After the exclusions, six samples from males and
five from females remained, as listed in Table 3. The remaining data is
balanced in gender and represents a wide range of fundamental fre-
quencies (114–297 Hz) and ages (25–61 years).

3.2. Glottal area extraction

Glottal area function Ap[m] (in pixels) was extracted from each
frame = …m 1, ,400 of the high-speed videos. Only the red channel of
the red-green-blue (RGB) images was used, and extraction was carried
out using the adapted seeded region growing method developed by
Lohscheller et al. (2007). This method proved to be robust against
variations in image quality but suffered from periodically changing
lighting conditions caused by light reflection when the vocal folds were
closed. Hence, the boundaries of the extracted areas were inspected
manually and, where necessary, fixed.

The pixel size is constant within each individual video recording but
it varies from take to take. To convert pixel data to meter-based units,
the vocal fold length in pixels hp was estimated from an image where
the glottis was fully open. This length was then assumed to correspond
to a vocal fold length h (in meters), giving the glottal area function in
m2 as =A m A m h h[ ] [ ]( / )p p

2.
In order to obtain the inferior and superior cross sectional areas

(A0[m] and AL[m], respectively) from A[m], it was assumed that
= −A t A t τ( ) ( ),L 0 where τ is the vocal fold phase delay. This delay

cannot be estimated directly from the data. Instead, it is obtained by
considering its consequences in the physical model (see Section 4).
AL[m] was computed by shifting the closing phase of each area pulse
forward in time by τ/2 and resampling at the original time instants
using spline interpolation. A0[m] was computed similarly but with a
backward shift of τ/2 in time.

As a compromise between the different sampling rates in HSV and
microphone recordings, the area and gap signals were upsampled to
10 kHz using MATLAB’s inbuilt function resample. The fluctuations
introduced by this process in the closed phase of the glottal cycle were
removed by forcing the signals to be zero when A[m] was zero as well

Fig. 2. A rigid endoscope connected to the HSV system is used to acquire videos of vocal
fold movements, while EGG and microphone signals are recorded simultaneously.
Synchronization is done by recording a custom synchronization signal with the video,
EGG, and microphone signals.

Table 3
Data after selection.

Male

Sample fo (Hz) Database reference

m01 297 M02-normal-high
m02 118 M02-normal-medium
m03 173 M03-normal-high
m04 130 M03-normal-medium
m05 178 M04-normal-high
m06 114 M04-normal-low

Female

Sample fo (Hz) Database reference

f01 293 F04-normal-medium
f02 186 F04-normal-low
f03 281 F05-normal-medium
f04 185 F05-normal-low
f05 179 F03-normal-low
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as anywhere outside this interval where the resampled area signal was
negative. After upsampling, area extracted from HSV and the minimum
of the upsampled A0[m] and AL[m] signals may differ at the peak of the
area pulses but the difference is at most 3%. Hereafter, the glottal area
A refers to the upsampled A[m].

3.3. Glottal inverse filtering

The microphone and EGG signals were downsampled to 10 kHz, and
the microphone signals were inverse filtered using Aalto Aparat
(Alku et al., 2017). Aalto Aparat is a semi-automatic GIF tool that al-
lows the user to adjust the key parameters of GIF. The microphone
signal is inverse filtered by the tool to produce both the estimated
glottal flow and its first time derivative as outputs. Aalto Aparat enables
estimation of the glottal flow with two GIF methods: iterative adaptive
inverse filtering (Alku, 1992) and quasi-closed phase analysis
(Airaksinen et al., 2014). The latter was used in the current study be-
cause it has been shown to be the most accurate GIF method in com-
parison with four other algorithms (Airaksinen et al., 2014). The EGG
signals were used to support the inverse filtering process by visually
checking that flow onset and offset aligned roughly with glottal opening
and closure. Ten consecutive glottal cycles were analysed, and these
were taken from the middle of the glottal flow estimated by GIF and
glottal area signals.

The full flow model is not scale invariant, and hence the magnitude
and the DC component of U(t) matter. Unfortunately, as mentioned in
the Introduction, the absolute scale of the glottal flow cannot be de-
termined if GIF is computed from the free-field microphone signal as in
the current study. Instead, the additional parameters Umin and Umax

must be introduced in order to obtain a suitably scaled glottal flow for
comparison with Eq. (2). The glottal flow estimate ∼UIF obtained by GIF
is first normalized

 = −
−

∼ ∼
∼ ∼U n U n U n
U n U n

[ ] [ ] min [ ]
max [ ] min [ ]

,IF
IF n IF

n IF n IF (9)

where n is the discrete time variable, and then scaled

= +
= − =

U n s U n s
s U U s U

[ ] [ ] , where
and .

IF IF

max min min

1 2

1 2 (10)

As only normal phonation with full glottal closure is considered, the
amplitude scaling is further simplified by assuming =U 0min . This re-
duces Eq. (10) to

=U n U U n[ ] [ ].IF max IF (11)

It is worth noting that despite the normalisation, some pulses in UIF may
exhibit non-zero flow during the closed phase. This is a known phe-
nomenon in GIF (see Wong et al., 1979; Alku, 2011) which is mainly
due to imperfect cancellation of formants but also due to using sim-
plified assumptions, such as time-invariance and linearity, in modelling
of the human speech production mechanism in GIF.

4. Parameterization of the physical model

In order to match the HSV and GIF data of natural speech using a
physical model, the parameters to the model must be optimized. In this
investigation, the optimization is done using the glottal area from HSV
as an input to the physical model and the glottal flow estimated by GIF
as the target, as shown in Fig. 3.

The parameters that need to be optimized can be identified from
Eq. (2): subglottal pressure ps and the five C parameters. In addition, the
vocal fold delay τ required in linear and planar gap geometries needs to
be optimized. The C parameters can, in turn, be expressed using six free
parameters as summarized in Table 1 (see also Eqs. (4), (5), (7) and
(8)), but the vocal fold length h is treated as a known constant (see
Table 4). There is redundancy in this parameterization, however, and

by using the re-parameterization
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Eq. (2) can be written as
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where a shortened notation =f t f A t A t( ) ( ( ), ( ))g g L0 and similarly for
fv(t) is used for clarity. These β parameters in Eq. (13) are the parameters
to be numerically optimized, and their correspondence to the C para-
meters is summarized in Table 1. The scaling of β2 and β3 is done in
order to avoid numerical problems caused by the parameters values
differing by several orders of magnitude in the optimization.

To find the optimal β parameter values, a two-step optimization
process is introduced, as shown in Fig. 3. The two steps make it possible
to use different parts of the glottal cycle for determining the various
parameter values. The delay τ is optimised separately, as detailed fur-
ther below, since it enters into the data processing stage rather than the
model simulation stage, and hence joint optimization would be chal-
lenging. For the two β optimization steps, τ is treated as an already
known constant.

In Step 1 (Fig. 3 (a)), the parameters of the lossless model are op-
timized using a non-linear least squares (NLLS) method. The dependent
variable ya and the model function fa are defined element-wise as

= =
+

y U n f f n β β t

β
[ ] and ( [ ], , ) ,a n IF a n g

n
β

f n

, , 1 2
1 [ ]g

2

(14)

where tn is the time elapsed since the last glottal opening instant.
Step 1 makes use of a weight function wa (Fig. 4) which emphasizes

data in the parts of the glottal cycle where inertia terms are dominant,
and it suppresses data points where small errors in measurements could
have a large effect on the optimization. To achieve this, wa needs to
adapt to the target, so UIF[n] is used to determine it: During the opening
phase of each pulse, =w n[ ] 1a if UIF[n]≥ 0.2Umax and zero otherwise.
During the closing phase, =w n[ ] 1a if UIF[n]≥ 0.5Umax and zero
otherwise. This asymmetry accounts for increasing losses due to en-
trance/exit effects when the glottal flow is still large but the glottal gap
is already decreasing. The flow model has a singularity at =f t( ) 0,g
which occurs when = =A t A t( ) ( ) 0,L0 and it is undefined when

=A t( ) 00 or =A (0) 0L . Hence the parameter optimization is sensitive
to the timing of these events and to signal values in their neighbor-
hoods. To reduce the problems caused by this sensitivity, =w n[ ] 0a
when A is below 10% of its maximum value regardless of the value of
UIF.

The values for the lossless model parameters β1 and β2 are solved
from the NLLS problem with residual

= −β βr w y f( , ) ( )a a a a1 2 (15)

using the trust-region-reflective algorithm (inbuilt in MATLAB’s Global
optimization Toolbox). The β parameters are restricted to be non-ne-
gative in the optimization, and multiple starting points are used to
avoid local minima.

In Step 2, the parameters of the full model are optimized as shown
in Fig. 3 (b). An NLLS problem is then set up with

= = βy U n f U A n A n[ ] and ( [ ], [ ], ),b n IF b n L, , 0 (16)

and residual

= −βr w y f( ) ( ).b b b b (17)

This involves solving the glottal flow U(A0[n], AL[n], β) from Eq. (13)
numerically using the explicit Euler method with A0[n] and AL[n] up-
sampled for the integration by a factor of 10 using linear interpolation.
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Using explicit Euler for solving Eq. (13) combines the airway para-
meters to one lumped parameter = −β β tβ* Δ ,͠

1 1 1 where Δt is the time
step, so that β parameter set to be optimised is =β β β β β( *, , , )1 2 3 4 .

The second weight function wb is shown in Fig. 4. It selects the data

Fig. 3. Optimization of the β parameters takes place in two phases: Inertia
parameters for the lossless model (β1, β2) are determined in Step 1 (a).
Optimal parameters for the full model are determined in Step 2 (b). Inputs
to Step 2 are obtained from Step 1.

Table 4
Predefined physical and physiological parameters.

Parameter Value

subglottal pressure, ps 1000 Pa
vocal fold length, h 18.0 mm (male)

10.0 mm (female)
maximum glottal flow, Umax 0.002 m3/s
minimum glottal flow, Umin 0.000 m3/s
density of air, ρ 1.12 kg/m3

dynamic viscosity of air, μ 18.3 −·10 6 Ns/m2

Fig. 4. Weight functions wa (dashed gray) and wb (solid black), defined relative to glottal
flow obtained by inverse filtering UIF (solid gray) and glottal area A (dashed black) pulses.
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points where the glottis is open, A(t)≥ ϵ, where the threshold value
was set to = hϵ ·0.0015 mm by trial and error. Although wb also includes
parts of the glottal cycle where losses are expected to be negligible, this
produces the best match between model prediction and measurements.
This is likely due to the difficulty finding the exact timing of loss-
dominated regions over several glottal cycles.

The parameters β are solved again using the trust-region-reflective
algorithm in MATLAB. All β parameters are restricted to non-negative
values on physical grounds. The values of β1 and β2 obtained from Step
1 are used as a starting point for β *1 and β2, respectively, in Step 2. The
full model optimization problem has multiple local minima, and
without computing this starting point first, the optimization algorithm
tends to run into convergence problems or to converge to clearly un-
realistic parameter values. Allowing β1 and β2 to change in this step is
necessary because Step 1 tends to overfit them to the data in the parts of
the glottal cycle where inertial terms are large but losses are not neg-
ligible.

The value for τ is obtained using binary search over 0≤ τ≤ Tc,
where Tc is the duration of the closed phase. At each stage of the binary
search, the β parameters were optimised using the two step approach
and the residual (17) was used as the objective function.

The optimization process is summarized by the following pseudo-
code.

I. Select τ from the range [0, Tc] using binary search criteria
1. Lossless model

(i) Set ya and fa using Eq. (14).
(ii) Compute wa.
(iii) Solve τ, β1, and β2 from NLLS problem with residual (15)

subject to β1, β2≥ 0.
2. Full model

(i) Initialize β.
(ii) Set yb and fb using Eq. (16).
(iii) Compute wb.
(iv) Solve β from NLLS problem with residual (17) subject to

β≥ 0.
II. Compare residual (17) at current and previous τ values, return to I.

to update τ if not converged

This three stage parameter optimization is required to structure the
process so that different parts of the target and data signals are used in
physically appropriate ways. Moreover, efficiency and practicality
speak against attempting to optimize all parameters at once.

5. Results

Before presenting the results of combining the physical model with
the HSV and GIF data, observations are made about the data. The re-
sults of combining the three methodologies are then described in two
parts: the optimal parameter values are presented first, followed by a
description of the match between modeled and measured glottal flow.

5.1. Glottal area and flow

Figs. 5 and 6 show samples of the glottal area and flow data. A few
pulses of the temporal signals are displayed on one panel of each figure,
and the Lissajous plots (flow versus area) of the full signals are shown
on the other. These figures illustrate the broad range of flow skewing
visible in the data: for m05 (Fig. 5), the flow and area deviate only
slightly, whereas for f02 (Fig. 6), the difference is notable. The figures
are generally in line with the observations in the study by
Granqvist et al. (2003), particularly with Figs. 5–9 in their investiga-
tion. Their data was obtained using an experimental setup that differs
slightly from the one used in the present study, but their examples show
a large range of flow–area relationships for one male and one female
speaker.

Two of the samples, m01 (shown in Fig. 7) and f03, were observed
to exhibit unrealistic flow skewing, where maximal flow, estimated
using GIF, occurs when the vocal folds are nearly closed. This was taken
to indicate a problem with the data (e.g, synchronization or stability of
phonation, as discussed in Section 6); and for the rest of this work, these
two samples are treated as outliers.

To quantify the variability in the flow–area relationship, two time
parameters were computed: quasi-open quotient (QOQ) and quasi-
speed quotient (QSQ). Previous studies have used quasi-quotients in-
stead of the classical ones because formant ripples and noise can make
the determination of the exact opening and closing instants from UIF

difficult (Dromey et al., 1992; Sapienza et al., 1998). Extraction of these
instants from A is more reliable, but since obtaining comparable quo-
tients for A and UIF is of interest in this study, QOQ and QSQ are used.
QOQ is here defined to be the proportion of each pulse duration where
the signal (A or UIF) is at least 25% of its maximum. QSQ is the ratio of
the opening duration (i.e., when the signal is increasing from the 25%
level to the pulse peak) divided by the closing duration (i.e., when the
signal is decreasing from the pulse peak to the 25% level). The com-
puted values are shown in Fig. 8.

A linear model fitted to the QOQ data, excluding m01 and f03,
(using fitlm in MATLAB) yields a relationship

= −QOQ 2.40·QOQ 0.69A UIF (18)

for males and

= −QOQ 2.40·QOQ 0.75A UIF (19)

for females. These regressions are also shown in Fig. 8 (a). For the linear
model, =R 0.839,2 and p-values (t-test) for the intercept, slope, and
gender effects are p< .02, p< .002, and p< .10, respectively. In-
cluding gender as an explanatory variable in the linear model improves
the fit of the model moderately (from =R 0.7362 ) and causes an in-
crease in the slope and a decrease in the intercept. This linear model
suggests that (i) QOQ of the glottal area is lower than that of the glottal
flow when the QOQ values are within the range usually observed (9 out
of 11 samples in the data used here), but (ii) the difference is larger at
low QOQ values than at high values.

These observations are broadly in line with open quotient (OQ)
pairs available in the literature (directly comparable QOQ values could
not be found): at low OQ values, OQA<OQUIF (Krishnamurthy and
Childers, 1981), whereas at high OQ values, OQA> OQUIF (non-pa-
thological speaker of Berouti et al. (1977)), though the latter reported
that in most of their data the OQA is smaller. Pulakka (2005) also re-
ported OQ values for synchronized A and UIF signals, but comparison is
difficult as their OQA values often fall somewhere between the two
different OQ values they report for UIF.

The relationship between the QSQ values of UIF and A (Fig. 8 (b)) is
more complicated, and a linear model is unable to explain the majority
of this relationship even when the explanatory variables include
gender, fundamental frequency, and speaker. Spearman’s rank corre-
lation coefficient between the two QSQ value sets is 0.627, and this
correlation is significant (t-test: p< .05), but no significant rank cor-
relation was found between QSQUIF and gender, fundamental fre-
quency, or QOQ values. More qualitatively, QSQA is smaller than
QSQUIF for all samples except m03, indicating that the flow pulses are
more skewed to the right than the area pulses. Furthermore, most of the
samples show area pulses that are symmetric or skewed to the left
(QSQA≤ 1), whereas the majority of the flow pulses are skewed to the
right (QSQUIF≥ 1).

It is worth noting that synchronization errors would in principle
affect Figs. 5–7, but they would not have an impact on the time quotient
values. Errors in A, however, lead to errors in the extracted time in-
stants, which can have a large impact on the parameter values. Errors of
0.1 ms in the time instants could, for example, lead to an error of up to
0.03 in the QOQ values and 1.2 in the QSQ values.
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5.2. Parameter optimization

The optimized parameter values of the full model are shown in
Tables 5–7. These values have been computed using the constants in
Table 4. This means that Ca, Li, and Lv are scaled by ps/Umax , while kt is
scaled by (ps/Umax )2, and Lv is further scaled by h2. Note that there is
speaker and phonation dependent variation in both ps/Umax and h,
which is not available from the data. Emphasis is hence placed on the
proportions of the parameter values. The main measure of success of
the optimization is the achieved glottal pulse waveform match, as
shown in Section 5.3. The optimal parameters for the lossless model are
very similar to those listed in Tables 5–7; the second step of the opti-
mization typically causes only a small change in Ca and a moderate
decrease in Li.

The value of Ca is computed by assuming =β β*1 1 since it was ob-
served that changing the time discretization in the explicit Euler
method had very little impact on the value of β *1 . This is expected, as
the computation of Ca and Cb from MRI data of vocal tracts using for-
mulae from Aalto (2009, pp. 9–10) indicates that ΔtCb≪ Ca at the time
discretizations used. For comparison, CVT calculated from MRI data of
production of [œ] is in the vicinity of 1700–1800 kg/m4 for the male
who produced samples m03 and m04 and 1200–1500 kg/m4 for the
female who produced f01. A simple exponential horn model for the
lower airways (Murtola, 2014) has CSGT≈ 1000 kg/m4. For most of the
samples and gap geometries, a large proportion of the air column hence
appears to act as an inertial load. Note, however, that there is a trend
toward lower Ca values in linear and planar geometries, and Ca is no-
tably small for m05 in linear and planar, and for m03 in planar gap
geometries.

For male speakers, the inertial thickness Li is mostly large compared
to realistic vocal fold dimensions, whereas more reasonable values have
been obtained for female speakers. The results do not provide con-
clusive evidence that any gap geometry matches the data better in this
respect than the others. The value of Li is also particularly sensitive to
the quality and synchronization of the data. This is visible in the very

low values for m01 and f03 in all geometries, and these two samples
were already flagged as outliers based on their Lissajous plots. In ad-
dition, a numerical experiment using the constant gap geometry
showed that allowing UIF to shift relative to A by up to ± 6 time steps
to simulate errors in the synchronization has a large impact on the
optimal Li value, and shifts no larger than ± 0.2 ms are able to reduce
the highest Li values to below 10 mm.

The viscous thickness Lv is smaller than Li in the constant gap geo-
metry as expected since the orientation of the vocal folds is typically
different during the parts of the cycle where inertial and viscous terms
dominate. In a few samples, the difference decreases or Lv even becomes
larger than Li when τ>0. However, in linear and planar gap geome-
tries the majority of the Lv values optimize to approximately zero in-
dicating that the combination of the gap geometries and the form of the
viscous term did not fit the data. The fixed vocal fold length h affects
the value of Lv, but a 10% change in h, for example, leads to an ap-
proximately 20% change in Lv. Hence, the fixed h cannot explain the
near-zero values.

The particularly high Li and Lv values for m03 can be explained by
looking at the match between the UIF and modeled flows (Fig. 9 (a)).
The target flow is particularly slow to start and end at each glottal
cycle. These are difficult features for the physical model to match,
and the linear and planar gap geometries show classical features of
overfitting: improved match at increasingly unreasonable parameter
values.

In contrast to Lv, the entrance/exit effect coefficient kt tends to in-
crease from approximately zero in all but three samples for constant
gap geometry to the order of magnitude expected based on commonly
used values around 1 (e.g., van den Berg et al., 1957; Ishizaka and
Flanagan, 1972) in most samples for linear and planar gap geometries.
There appears to be some overlap in the two loss terms. The results
indicate that either viscous losses or entrance/exit effects dominate in
the optimization and, further, the optimisation appears to favor com-
bining the viscous model with constant gap geometries and the exit
effects with linear and planar gap geometries.

Fig. 5. Normalized glottal flow UIF estimated by GIF
(solid gray) and glottal area A from HSV (dashed
black) for m05 (a). UIF versus A for the same data (b).

Fig. 6. Normalized glottal flow UIF estimated by GIF
(solid gray) and glottal area A from HSV (dashed black)
for f02 (a). UIF versus A for the same data (b).
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A non-zero delay τ was observed to decrease the error residual for
all samples except m04. For the linear gap geometry, the average op-
timal =τ 0.52 ms for females and 0.75 ms for males. For the planar gap
geometry, this difference disappears and the averages are 0.74 ms and
0.71 ms for females and males, respectively.

5.3. Modeled glottal flow

Figs. 9 and 10 depict the glottal flow predicted by the full model
with different gap geometries using the optimal parameter values as
well as the target UIF. For six of the samples, the changing the glottal
gap geometry from the worst to the best reduced the residual by less
than 40% (Fig. 11). Fig. 9 (b) shows the extreme case of m04 where all
three geometries produce, at the optimum, visually identical flow sig-
nals. In the rest of the samples, changes in the residual are larger but do
not necessarily produce correspondingly large visual changes in the
matches (Fig. 10 (a)). In these cases the improvement is achieved by a
better match at the opening and closing phases while errors at the flow
peak are less affected. In all gap geometries, the match is the least sa-
tisfactory when the glottal gap is small.

Despite its very rudimentary nature, the lossless model is capable of
capturing the majority of the skewing of the glottal flow compared to
the glottal area, but the full model produces overall slightly better
matches. The full model in particular is better able to match the pulse
peak height, and it also improves the general match during the opening
phase. Even the full model, however, cannot match the slowing in the
rate of decrease immediately before closure, which is often evident in
the flow estimated by GIF.

Any flow present when the vocal folds are closed is, by the defini-
tion of Eq. (2), outside the scope of the model. This is visible in all the
matched pulses but particularly in the optimized model flow for sam-
ples m01 and f03 (the latter is shown in Fig. 10 (b)). Since A and UIF for
these samples do not appear to match, the model ignores the area signal
and produces triangular pulses when the vocal folds are open.

The values for time parameters QOQ and QSQ for UIF and U pro-
duced by the full model with planar gap geometry are shown in Fig. 12.
For this figure, UIF is allowed to shift up to ± 0.6 ms relative to A to
account for possible synchronization errors. The relationship between
the quasi-parameters can be well predicted using linear models (ex-
cluding m01 and f03). For QOQ,

= −QOQ 2.12·QOQ 0.54U UIF (20)

with =R 0.9362 and p-values below .001. The similarity between
Eq. (20) and Eqs. (18)–(19) is notable. This is because the opening and
closing instants of the modeled flow are determined by the area signal,
and only the use of QOQ instead of the classical OQ enables the
equations to differ. The higher the cut-off level is set in determining
QOQ, the more the skewing of the flow contributes to its value. Unlike
in the case of the relationship between QOQA and QOQUIF, adding
gender as an explanatory variable does not noticeably improve the fit of
Eq. (20).

For QSQ, gender is a significant factor, so that for males

= −QSQ 1.89·QSQ 0.87U UIF (21)

and for females

= −QSQ 1.89·QOQ 0.26.A UIF (22)

For this fit, =R 0.968,2 and p-values for the intercept, slope, and gender
effect are p< .012, p< .00002, and p< .0028, respectively. The QSQ
for the modeled flow is hence higher than for the flow obtained by GIF,
except when QSQ is very low, but the correlation between the two is
high. Note that the high value of the slope in Eqs. (21) and (22) is at
least partially explained by the way the optimization is carried out.
Matching is done over full pulse waveforms, which appears to result in
an increasing overestimation of the skewing, as QSQ increases when
this skewing is measured using only the three time instants determining
QSQ.

Fig. 7. Normalized glottal flow UIF estimated by GIF
(solid gray) and glottal area A from HSV (dashed black)
for m01 (a). UIF versus A for the same data (b).

Fig. 8. Time parameter values, quasi-open quotient (a) and quasi-
speed quotient (b), for glottal area A versus the same parameters
for glottal flow UIF estimated by GIF.
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6. Discussion

In this study, three methods of investigating speech production have
been combined. A glottal area signal has been extracted from HSV data,
glottal airflow has been estimated from a free-field microphone signal
using GIF, and a physical model of the glottal flow has been optimized
to match these data. Time-based quasi-quotients have been used to

present quantitative data on the relationships between the HSV area
signals and the flows estimated by GIF, as well as between flows ob-
tained from the physical model and GIF.

A simple linear relationship (Eqs. (18) and (19)) is able to explain
the majority of the difference between the QOQ values of HSV area and
GIF flow. The same does not appear to be possible for the QSQ which
describes the symmetry of the pulses. The known variables in the data
(gender, individual, fundamental frequency) are hence not sufficient to
determine the relationship between the area and flow.

The study by Pulakka (2005) suggested that the relationship be-
tween the time quotients of area and flow signals can vary both with
phonation type and with intensity of the utterance. While data with
incomplete glottal closure was not used for the current investigation,
the type of phonation was not otherwise controlled. The samples may
hence contain any phonation type from pressed to nearly breathy.
Likewise, intensity of the utterances was not controlled. The measure-
ments were challenging for most of the test subjects, and additional
requirements and repetitions would have increased the strain on the
test subjects in some cases to an unbearable level.

The two data samples, m01 and f03, were likely observed to be
outliers in their Lissajous plot behavior due to a combination of factors.
The limited accuracy of the synchronisation of the different signals may
contribute to the problem but synchronization alone cannot explain the
phenomenon fully. Both samples were utterances at high fundamental
frequency. While high fundamental frequency, per se, does not hinder
conducting a GIF analysis, it typically causes impairment of the esti-
mated glottal flow due to biasing of the estimated resonances of the
vocal tract by sparse harmonics (Alku, 2011; Drugman et al., 2014).
The glottal area signal and the flow estimated by GIF may also contain
noise and synchronization errors. When the fundamental frequency is
high, the impact of these errors in the parameter optimization can be-
come large, as there are fewer data points per glottal pulse due to the
fixed sampling rate. The short duration of the glottal cycle can also
make unusual vocal fold behavior difficult to detect. The speaker pro-
ducing m01 and m02, in particular, was noted to be prone to asym-
metric vocal fold oscillations in other samples of the larger
dataset although no such behavior was seen in the two video samples
used in this study. It is worth noting, however, that there were no
problems with the data or the parameter optimization of the third high
pitch sample f01.

Using the linear or planar glottal gap geometries improved the
match between the target flow UIF and the modeled flow U compared to
the constant gap geometry. However, the more realistic gap geometries
did not produce overall more realistic parameter values. In fact, there is
some indication that the more complicated models may be overfitting
the data.

The parameter optimisation appeared to favor combining the vis-
cous loss model with the constant gap geometry and entrance/exit ef-
fects models with linear and planar gaps geometries. Both terms were
notably larger than zero in only a few cases, and there were also a few

Fig. 9. Glottal flow obtained by inverse filtering UIF

(solid gray), and flows predicted by the full model
with constant gap geometry (solid black), linear gap
geometry (dashed gray) and planar gap geometry
(dashed black) for m03 (a) and m04 (b).

Table 5
Optimized model parameter values for the full model in constant gap geometry. The
outliers indicated by their Lissajous plots are marked with an asterisk.

Male

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt

m01* 983 0.054 0.022 0.001
m02 1700 11.032 0.157 0.006
m03 844 24.271 1.376 0.000
m04 734 5.355 0.000 1.051
m05 349 6.157 0.000 0.716
m06 547 11.450 0.000 2.391

Female

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt

f01 526 3.094 0.344 0.000
f02 1175 3.063 0.085 0.000
f03* 787 0.003 0.000 0.002
f04 1108 3.191 0.112 0.000
f05 1980 1.790 0.150 0.000

Table 6
Optimized model parameter values for the full model in linear gap geometry. The outliers
indicated by their Lissajous plots are marked with an asterisk.

Male

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt τ (ms)

m01* 830 0.087 0.220 0.136 1.0
m02 538 1.535 0.004 0.634 1.1
m03 450 35.136 9.122 0.000 0.8
m04 734 5.355 0.000 1.051 0.0
m05 45 2.737 0.008 1.143 0.6
m06 191 10.282 2.616 3.629 1.0

Female

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt τ (ms)

f01 472 3.429 1.547 0.002 0.3
f02 1016 0.101 0.000 0.311 0.7
f03* 641 0.077 0.000 0.015 0.4
f04 480 0.514 0.002 0.172 0.7
f05 1106 1.229 0.000 0.489 1.0
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cases where both terms optimised to approximately zero. There are a
number of possible factors why the loss terms did not fit the data.

First, the loss terms are particularly sensitive to the glottal geometry
used. The rectangular cross sectional glottal areas used in the constant
and linear gap geometries, as well as the integrated estimate for the
viscous loss in the planar gap geometry, all tend to underestimate Lv. In
contrast, assuming that the vocal folds are open for their entire length h
(as all three geometries do) leads to overestimation of Lv when the gap
is in reality shorter, e.g, at opening or closing. A partial solution to the
latter problem is to extract the length of the gap in the z-direction and
scale it with the fixed vocal fold length to obtain h t( )͠ . This data can be
used in Eq. (7) instead of h for the constant gap geometry. The results
for this gap geometry variation were not reported here because this lead
neither to noticeably decreased average matching errors nor to overall
more realistic parameter values when compared to the constant gap
geometry. It is possible that a combination of h t( )͠ with linear or planar
geometries could lead to improvements of the model performance.
However, estimation of h t x( , )͠ at =x 0 and =x L is challenging due to
noise in the signal extracted from HSV.

Second, the use of the inverse cubic power law of the Poiseuille
formula and constant kt have been questioned even in simplified glottal
geometries (Fulcher and Scherer, 2011; Fulcher et al., 2013).
Fulcher et al. (2013) suggested using −g 2.59 in the viscous term, and
Fulcher and Scherer (2011) added a term proportional to U2/g3 to
improve the entrance/exit model when g is small. Both of these changes
were suggested based on model experiments, so their direct application
to speech data may not result in the desired improvements. They do,
however, suggest that adjusting the power of g in the loss terms may
lead to a more favorable match between model and data.

Third, the intervals where the glottal losses are largest are also the
intervals where the data are most inaccurate. The instants of opening
and closure can be difficult to determine, and any inaccuracies in the
extraction of the glottal area in the few frames immediately following
the opening instant or before closure will cause interpolation errors.
GIF has also a tendency to show the poorest estimation accuracy in the
vicinity of critical time instants (i.e., opening and closure) of the glottal
cycle compared to other parts of the cycle.

Finally, it could simply be that the data is unsuitable for parameter
estimation near closure and opening instants. For example,
Hertegård and Gauffin (1995) and Granqvist et al. (2003) suggested
that the non-zero flow when the vocal folds are closed (which is often
seen in flow estimated by GIF) could be caused by the vertical move-
ment of the vocal folds or the displacement of air due to the mucosal
wave. That kind of behavior would be present in the flow data but not
in the area function or the model, making good matching difficult.

The dataset used in this investigation was limited and hence in-
ference of causes behind observed phenomena is difficult.
Unfortunately, acquisition of additional data is not straightforward for
several reasons: It was observed that not every volunteer was able to
successfully carry out the phonation tasks. Even when the speakers
succeeded, the tasks were strenuous and uncomfortable making higher
number of repetitions infeasible. Checking the quality of the data fully
during measurement sessions was also not feasible due to time con-
siderations, and hence not every utterance recorded contained a sample
where all three signals were simultaneously of sufficiently high quality
for investigations such as this. Additional selection criteria, such as full
glottal closure, further decrease the amount of available data.

One way to increase the size of the used dataset is to include sam-
ples where the glottis remain partially open throughout phonation. The
physical model (2) is equally valid for phonation where there is no full
glottal closure but the lossless model (3) used for parameter initialisa-
tion does require it. Hence, one of the challenges is developing opti-
misation procedures that produce a physiologically feasible optimum.
The other major challenge lies in interpretation of the results. The DC
component of the glottal flow is another unknown parameter that will
either need to be arbitrarily fixed, requiring sensitivity analysis for the
results, or optimized, requiring optimization and interpretation of

Table 7
Optimized model parameter values for the full model in planar gap geometry. The outliers
indicated by their Lissajous plots are marked with an asterisk.

Male

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt τ (ms)

m01* 873 0.029 0.221 0.110 0.9
m02 573 0.550 0.000 0.642 1.0
m03 5 55.802 5.313 0.000 1.0
m04 734 5.910 0.000 1.042 0.0
m05 43 2.289 0.008 1.183 0.6
m06 259 5.175 0.039 3.680 0.8

Female

Sample Ca (kg/m4) Li (mm) Lv (mm) kt τ (ms)

f01 334 6.225 9.122 0.005 0.8
f02 1016 0.107 0.000 0.311 0.7
f03* 555 0.088 0.000 0.027 0.5
f04 470 0.337 0.007 0.178 0.7
f05 1112 1.594 0.005 0.484 1.0

Fig. 10. Glottal flow obtained by inverse filtering UIF

(solid gray), and flows predicted by the full model
with constant gap geometry (solid black), linear gap
geometry (dashed gray) and planar gap geometry
(dashed black) for m02 (a) and f03 (b).

Fig. 11. Average residue rb (i.e., error in match between UIF and modeled flow) in dif-
ferent glottal gap geometries.
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mixtures of unknown parameters.
The setup preliminarily experimented with in this study can in

principle be used clinically with no additional discomfort for patients
because in addition to HSV (which is widely used in voice clinics today)
only synchronized recording of the acoustical speech pressure wave is
needed. Thus, in addition to conducting HSV studies in patients, the
clinician can also take advantage of the glottal flow through GIF and
utilize the glottal flow model fitting procedure presented in this study.
The use of the setup can also be expanded to include voice disorders
enabling comparison of model parameter values between normal and
disordered voices.

7. Conclusion

By combining three methodologies (HSV, GIF, and physical mod-
eling), a physical model of the glottal flow has been successfully para-
meterized to match data obtained from natural speech production.
Despite the challenges posed by the multidisciplinary nature of this
problem, i.e., finding common ground for mathematical modeling, signal
processing, and in vivo human experiments, the results are encouraging:
The physical model is, to a large extent, capable of capturing the salient
features of a natural glottal flow waveform. This opens up the possibility
of constructing physically motivated models where the glottal flow is
controlled via the area. This is an appealing prospect since the glottal
area is expected to be easier to parameterize than the flow.

The optimized values of the physical model parameters indicate that
the skewing of the glottal flow pulses can, in this model, be largely
explained by the vocal and subglottal tracts acting as inertial loads. The
inertia within the glottis emerged as a feature that is very sensitive to
data quality and synchronization, and hence it can be seen as a good
candidate for automatic data checking. The results regarding the glottal
loss parameters were inconclusive. Based on these results, it is, how-
ever, likely that not all combinations of model glottal geometries and
the formulae used for viscous losses and entrance/exit effects are sui-
table for modeling natural speech.

The skewing of the glottal flow compared to the glottal area is a
well-documented phenomenon, and the results of this study provide
further valuable information about it. It was observed that the QOQ
values of the glottal flow and area exhibit an easily quantifiable de-
pendence, while the QSQ values in this flow–area relationship can only
be noted to be significantly correlated. Furthermore, gender appears to
play a role in the difference between the glottal flow and area QOQ
values, but no significant correlation could be seen between QSQ dif-
ferences and gender, fundamental frequency, or QOQ.
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